COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPE PRODUCTS
LEAD FREE AND LEED RATED SYNTHETIC TURF

LUXURY LAWN
Luxury Lawn is an alluring landscaping selection for upscale residences and urban developments. Luxury Lawn comes in a rich, two-tone spring green color and is an excellent product to suit numerous climate conditions. The full thatch zone and high fiber weight ensure the grass blades will stand tall without falling flat. Luxury Lawn features PolyTurf’s EnviroFlow rapid draining backing, an ingenious backing option, which makes the turf lighter, more flexible, and provides even, rapid drainage. Luxury Lawn “Natural” tan thatch option is available.

LUXURY LITE
Luxury Lite is a lush, brilliantly green grass that is thick and durable, with a soft, cushioned thatch zone. The sheer density of this product eliminates the need for infill and its’ resilience provides a very comfortable place to stand or lounge. Luxury Lite is recommended for residential and commercial landscaping, and works well for more decorative uses such as poolside, hotels, theme parks, tradeshows, and more. Luxury Lite is the perfect choice for anywhere an attractive, durable grass is desired. Luxury Lite “Natural” tan thatch option is available.

IMPERIAL DELUXE
Labeled as the ‘Green Builders’ Dream’, Imperial Deluxe is the essential all-purpose synthetic grass innovation for any landscaping application. Imperial Deluxe encompasses the most developed features, including the EnviroFlow rapid draining backing and Cool Reflect heat reducing technology. Various fiber weights and pile heights enable this product to be economically valued or high end. For the ultimate look in natural lawns, the tan thatch and neutral greens tones integrate tastefully with any botanic surrounding.

NATIVE LAWN
Native Lawn is a rustic looking grass, which is the perfect replacement for your water demanding lawn, and will help conserve resources and lower maintenance costs. Native Lawn features PolyTurf’s EnviroFlow rapid draining backing to course a downpour quickly into the substrate, lessening the potential for flooding. Several fiber weight options are offered. Native Lawn is desirable for residential, commercial, and city landscaping, and matches the color profile of pine trees, or high desert, rocky, and mountainous regions.

GARDEN GRASS
Garden Grass is a high quality, yet cost-effective synthetic grass product. The vibrant spring green tones harmonize with the landscapes of humid, subtropical climates, where it is difficult to grow grass. The mid range pile height and lower fiber weight allow easy maintenance and cleaning, yet provides the appearance of a freshly trimmed lawn. This perforated product contains a reinforced urethane backing to secure the stability of the blade fibers, attaining a long lasting hardscape for use on high traffic areas, playgrounds, parks, recreation, and multi-purpose applications.

ROYAL DELUXE
Royal Deluxe is your top choice for a soft, beautiful lawn. This landscape grass is ideal for parks, pools, playgrounds, streetscapes, rooftops, and mid weight yarn fiber of this product make this artificial turf nearly effortless to clean and maintain. Coveted as the most developed blade fiber available on the market, the 3-D blade fibers add dimension and shape. In addition, this product possesses the benefits of Enviroflow rapid draining backing and Cool Reflect heat reducing technology.

ACTIVE PET & PLAY
Active Pet & Play’s short, light weight yarn fibers make it the easiest product to rake and clean. Outdoor areas provided by schools & daycares, apartment complexes & HOA’s, or kennels & dog parks, all benefit from the savings of this affordable alternative to grass. PolyTurf options are non-allergenic, contain Nanobac anti-bacterial technology, but this grass also furnishes Cool Reflect heat reducing technology and Enviroflow rapid draining backing. For added safety, it is recommended to install a rubber or foam surface beneath the grass for impact protection.

CHAMPION SPORT
A superior choice for athletic use, Champion Sport provides optimal durability and reinforcement for recreation, playgrounds, sports, or physical fitness and agility training of athletes, and also is great for energetic dogs! The short, dense blades allow for easy clean up and add resilience in high traffic areas. Champion Sport defies conventional grass applications, where sturdy greenery is desired but not easily attained, such as shaded play yards or muddy fields. Minimum maintenance is required on this ultimate solution for sports - delivering more practices and longer playability.

VERSAPLAY
Versaplay is the ultimate choice in multi-functional, surfacing applications. This turf holds up remarkably well to the impact of sports such as hockey or lacrosse, and can withstand the intense compression of fitness training and equipment. Used both indoor and outdoor, this product can be designed to fit permanent facilities or made portable for seasonal events. Various backing alternatives are available to suit the diverse needs of sports, such as a built in foam padding.

GOLF GREEN
Golf Green brings the driving range to you! Improve your short game with this top of the line commercial or residential professional putting green product. Golf Green is not strictly limited to golf, as it also serves as an enduring recreational surface. There are a number of fiber weights and pile heights available to make this exceptionally versatile material limited only to the user’s choice. Includes Nanobac anti-bacterial technology and a non-perforated rubber backing.
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